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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
The Santon Group Charity provides funding to EveryChild
The Santon Group’s charity, The Sandhu Charitable Foundation, provided funding of £12,000 to EveryChild
(www.everychild.org.uk) for a specific 3 month project to help reintegrate children separated from their
families and living on the railways in Bangalore, India.
The project sought to address the context of increasing numbers of children running away from home,
traveling by rail to Bangalore and surviving on railway platforms and streets; and an ineffective child
protection system failing to protect even those children who are put into institutional care. The anticipated
outcomes were the integration of children back with their families, a reduction in the number of children
placed into institutional care, the establishment of a child protection network and demonstration of home
placement as good practice. EveryChild is working in partnership with a local organisation called Society for
Assistance to Children in Difficult Situation to implement this project.
Of the 546 children contacted, 530 were identified and rescued from railway platforms during a 3 month
period and brought to a shelter run by a local organisation, Society for Assistance to Children in Difficult
Situation, working in partnership with EveryChild to implement the project. Of the 530 children bought to
the shelter 360 (68%) were reunited with families from the shelter when in their best interest following
tracing and contacting their parents and a further 80 were referred to governmental organisations. A small
number returned home by themselves or were referred to another NGOI or shelter; whilst only 12 walked
away from the shelter. 59 were still staying at the shelter. The children live on average 5-10 days in the
shelter while their parents are traced and they receive counseling and support and are helped to get ready
to go home.
The full Report on the project is attached.
Pardeep Sandhu, Head of Philanthropy at The Santon group commented that ‘We would like to thank
EveryChild for proposing this project and their joint venture partner, the Society for Assistance to Children in
Difficult Situation, for implementing it on the ground. The many stories of why these children ran away
from home are heartbreaking and we are pleased that we have been able to bring most of the children back
together with their families. It was particularly pleasing to hear that 98% of the children who returned
home were continuing to reside at home.’
Laura Clark, Donor Partnerships Manager, said “EveryChild and our local partner would like to thank The
Sandhu Charitable Foundation for its invaluable support for this project”.
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